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Module 1: Releasing your past



Before we begin

• Thank yourself 
• Take 3 deep breaths 
• Set an intention
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What you’ll learn:

Gain awareness of your work patterns by… 

• Being honest about where you are right now, 
no better, no worse 

• Uncovering the underlying beliefs that are 
influencing your behaviors and attitude about 
your purpose, career and your current 
journey.
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What you’ll learn:

Break free of negative disempowering work 
patterns and establish positive ones by: 

• breaking the unconscious patterns 

• Becoming the expert of your life with 
empowering patterns that help you move 
forward 

• Learn to be consistent
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So much of where you are is where 
you’ve been.
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1. “I don’t like what I do anymore, and I need to find 
my passion.” 

2. “I’d do what I love if I knew what it was!” 

3. “It’s easy to know what I don’t want, but that 
doesn’t mean I know what I’d rather be doing.” 

4. “I think I know what I want but how do I actually 
get it?” 

5. “What if I’m not passionate about anything?” 

6. “What if I have too many passions, and I don’t 
know which one to choose?” 

7. “I’m tired of working for someone else and it’s not 
serving a higher purpose or igniting my passion!”

Let’s start by being honest about the reason you’re here.
Where you’ve been

Reasons

Which one(s) resonate with you?  Write it down.
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1. Being unemployed, not getting paid what you’re 
worth, feeling unstable, ungrounded, unsafe and 
uncomfortable. 

2. Feeling bored, fearful, in chaos, conflict/crisis 
3. Being relied on too much without return, or 

feeling insignificant or not cared about 
4. Not liking the people you work with, being around 

too much drama 

5. Not growing or learning, not advancing in position 
6. Not helping anyone or contributing to a higher 

cause or purpose

These are the stressful themes influencing you.
What you believe about it

Your beliefs

Which one(s) resonate with you?  Write it down.
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“Human needs are usually tied to 
human purpose.” - Maslov
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1. Security - Being unemployed, not getting paid what I’m 
worth, feeling unstable, ungrounded, unsafe and 
uncomfortable. 

2. Variety/Uncertainty – feeling bored, fearful, in chaos, 
conflict/crisis 

3. Significance – being relied on too much without return, 
or feeling insignificant and not cared about 

4. Connection – not liking the people you work with, being 
around too much drama 

5. Growth – not growing or learning, not advancing in 
position 

6. Contribution – not helping anyone or contributing to a 
higher cause or purpose

These are the stressful themes influencing you.
What you believe about it

Your beliefs

Look back on your answers.  Which is the #1 need bringing you stress?  Stress on your needs 
stress your purpose.



Download the emotions sheet.
What are your feelings about it?
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Emotions are natural, but feelings 
are based on beliefs.

Example:  I am hurt about what happened and therefore I feel angry about 
it because I believe I didn’t deserve it.
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Let’s piece together everything we just covered about 
where you are into 3 key areas.

How did you get here?

Beliefs/feelings are just some of the things influencing your overall state in any situation. 
STATE = physiology + language + focus/beliefs 

Practicing this state consistently affects your life. ie. why you are where you are.
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1. Security - Being unemployed, not getting paid what I’m 
worth, feeling unstable, ungrounded, unsafe and 
uncomfortable. 

2. Variety/Uncertainty – feeling bored, fearful, in chaos, 
conflict/crisis 

3. Significance – being relied on too much without return, 
or feeling insignificant and not cared about 

4. Connection – not liking the people you work with, being 
around too much drama 

5. Growth – not growing or learning, not advancing in 
position 

6. Contribution – not helping anyone or contributing to a 
higher cause or purpose

Select one of the needs you are most stressed by now.

Exercise
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When I am stress about X need:
Ask yourself

Bi
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Ch
em

is
try

Movement

Structure

PHYSIOLOGY

▪ How do I stand? 
▪ How do I move or walk? 
▪ Does my face get tense or relaxed? 
▪ How would my hands be? Would they be tense or relaxed? 
▪ How do I breath? 
▪ How deeply? 
▪ At what pace?

Example:  Depression when I was in college about my career direction.

NOTE:  The fastest way to affect your state is through 
your physiology.
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When I am stress about X need:
Ask yourself

▪ What language am I using? 
▪ What incantations do I say over and over? 
▪ What questions do I keep asking?

Qu
es
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Incantations
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LANGUAGE

Example:  Depression when I was in college about my career direction.
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When I am stress about X need:
Ask yourself

▪ What would I have to believe to feel this way? 
▪ Who am I really when I’m in this place? (my identity) 
▪ How might I be using it to serve a need? 
▪ What can I focus on instead that can serve me? Va

lu
es

Global beliefs/Identity

Rules

FOCUS/BELIEFS

Example:  Depression when I was in college about my career direction.



Pick one of your happiest moments.  What was your version of the 
TRIAD? What happens when you are in this state? How does it effect 
your environment, family, job, etc?

STATE = physiology + language + focus/beliefs 

Practicing this state consistently affects your life. ie. why you are where you are.
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PHYSIOLOGY LANGUAGE FOCUS/BELIEFSExercise



REPETITION, CONSISTENCY OF YOUR STATE FORMS A HABIT NOT A TRUTH.
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and get what you actually want:
How to break the cycle

Understand 
your beliefs 
(Via Triad) 

and reverse 
engineer it

Shift and 
align 

consistently
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change your physiology + language + 
focus/beliefs to produce your STATE

LETS WORK BACKWARDS.



LETS WORK BACKWARDS NOW. 
Think of your stresser. What version of the TRIAD will be most 
effective and resourceful the next time? What happens when you are 
in this state? How much easier is it to handle what arises?
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PHYSIOLOGY LANGUAGE FOCUS/BELIEFS
Reverse 
Exercise

▪ How can I shift my 
physiology ?

▪ How can I shift the 
language/words?

▪ What can I now believe and 
focus on about this that will 
serve me?



Stand up 

Walk around or change your location 

Inhale deeply 

Use priming exercising that pump oxygen into your lungs.  
(Look up Tony Robbins on Priming)

PHYSIOLOGY 
Select one of the needs you are most stressed by now.  
Practice changing your state through your physiology.

TIP



Imagine your stressor or problem is a big rocket with lots 
of fire/fumes and picture launching it into space and 
exploding it.  

Rename people, places or things that cause you grief into 
other things to transmute the feeling. 
Ex. My stress at work is a big pineapple I can cut up into 
little pieces and feed to monkeys.  

BIG ONE!  Remember a time when you overcame 
something similar and the words you used  or who you 
became to get through it. 

LANGUAGE 
Select one of the needs you are most stressed by now.  Let’s 
do some NLP(NeuroLinguistic Programming).

TIP



Reframe negative circumstances into empowering one’s 
where you can become the hero or where you learned 
something.  

Create a new identity with personality/values/language/
demeanor that helps you step into your true power and 
bring him/her out. (we will cover later) 
Similar to language, use a past story to tell a different 
ending to this one.  And find areas in your life that already 
match the values you care for the most. Find ways to 
expand on it.  

Focus on the solution instead of the problem, OR go 
general about it instead of diving into the details.

FOCUS/BELIEFS 
Select one of the needs you are most stressed by now.  Let’s 
create a new story!

Exercise
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T.H.I.N.K.
Is your action 
serving you?

Alignment

Is it in line with 

how I want to 

feel, speak, and 

believe? (TRIAD)

Tool box
What can I use to 
shift the 
moment and get 
better results?

Now that you’ve learned some tools to realign you to who you are and 
where you want to be, USE this easy formula to get back on track at 

work and in any rough situation.

Moving Forward

Now you’re setting a new standard. 
Practice this consistently!
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REMEMBER:  You bring yourself wherever you go. If 
you’re leaving a situation/job negatively or with a 
chip you’ll bring that into the next one.  Handle  your 
state with it before it handles you.
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JOURNAL

• Where are you in your emotional life when it comes to your purpose?    Be 
honest with yourself. 

• What’s the stresser? What needs are not being satisfied? (Certainty, Variety, 
Connection, Significance, Growth, Contribution)  How is this being expressed 
in your triad (physiology, focus and language)? What do I believe?


• How can I reframe these to work in my favor? How can I make a better 
situation where I am now? What tools can I use? what new story can you tell? 
Everyday for this week practice this new story anytime it comes up, before you 
go to bed and when you wake up in the morning. 
 
Example:  I hate what I do at work and can’t wait to leave this job.  
Reframe:  How can I use my skills/talents to make this job work for me? 

• Take the Personality Test here:  https://www.16personalities.com/ 

• Fill out the ‘Take your power back’ Workbook 

FUN SHEET
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Monthly Topic: Creating Rapport - critical in 
helping to build relationships at work and 
understand the levels appreciation including your 
own.



info@teanyhidalgo.com

GROUP:  Purpose Driven Tribe
Contact Us


